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A central theme of modern cognitive science is that symbolic interpretation 

underlies human intelligence. The human brain does not simply register 

images, as do cameras or other recording devices. A collection of images or 

recordings does not make a system inteUigent. Instead, symbolic interpreta

tion of image content is essential for intelligent activity. 

What cognitive operations underlie symbolic interpretation? Across 

decades of analysis, a consistent set of symbolic operations has arisen repeat

edly in logic and knowledge engineering: binding types to tokens; binding 

arguments to values; drawing inductive inferences from category knowl

edge; predicating properties and relations of individuals; combining symbols 

to form complex symbolic expressions; representing abstract concepts that 

interpret metacognitive states. It is difficult to imagine performing intelligent 

computation without these operations. For this reason, many theorists have 

argued that symbolic operations are central, not only to artificial intelligence 

but to human intelligence (e.g., Fodor, 1975; Pylyshyn, 1973)· 

Symbolic operations provide an intelligent system with considerable 

power for interpreting its experience. Using type-token binding, an intel

ligent system can place individual components of an image into familiar 

categories (e.g., categorizing components of an image as people and cars). 

Operations on these categories then provide rich inferential knowledge that 

allows the perceiver to predict how categorized individuals will behave, and 

to select effective actions that can be taken (e.g., a perceived person may talk, 

cars can be driven). Symbolic knowledge further allows a perceiver to analyze 

individuals in an image, predicating properties and relations that apply to 

them (e.g., identifying a person as an adult male, or two people as having 

a family res~nblance). Such p['edications further support high-level cogni

tIve operations, such as deCISion makll1g (e.g., purchaslllg:l gas, hybrid, or 
eleClric car), planning (e.g., finding elcctricit} to charge all electric car \\Ihile 
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driving aro und town). and problem solving (e.g., how to get in if the keys are 
locked in the car). Symbolic operations also include a variety ofoperations for 
combining symbols, such that an intelligent system can construct complex 
symbolic expressions (e.g., combining word meanings during language com
prehension). Finally, by establishing abstract concepts about mental states 
and mental operations, an intelligent system can categorize its mental life in 
a metacognitive manner and reason about it (e.g., evaluating one's planning 
and decision making strategies). 

What mechanisms implement symbolic operations? Since the cognitive 
revolution, language-like symbols and operations have been widely assumed 
to be responsible. Numerous theoretical approaches have been derived from 
predicate calculus and propositioJlallogic. Not only have these approaches 
been central in artificial intelligence (e.g., Charniak & McDermott, 1985), 
they have also been central throughout accounts of human cognition (e.g., 
Barsalou, 1992; Barsalou & Hale, 1993; Anderson, 1983; Newell, 1990). 

Althouf;h classic symbolic approaches are still widely accepted as accounts 
of human intelligence, and also as the engine for artificial intelligence, they 
have come increasingly Imder attack for two reasons. First, classic symbolic 
approaches have been widely criticized for not being sufficiently statistical. 
As a result, neural net approaches have developed to remedy this deficiency 
(e.g., Rumdhart & McClelland, 1986; O'Reilly & Munakata, 2000). Second, 
classic symholic approaches have been criticized for not being grounded in 
perception, action, and introspection. As a result, researchers have argued 
that higher-order cognition is grounded in the brain's modal systems. 

As statistical and embodied approaches are increasingly embraced, the ten
dency to "throw the baby out with the bath water" has often been embraced 
as well. Some researchers have suggested that classic symbolic operations are 
irrelevant to higher cognition, especially researchers associated with neural 
nets and dynamic;]l systems (e.g., van Gelder, J990; but see Prinz & Barsalou, 
2000). Notably, some neu ral net researchers have realized that symbolic oper
ations are essential for implementing higher cognitive phenomena in knowl
edge, language, and thought. The problem in classic theories is not their 
inclusion of symbolic operations but how they implement them. for this 
reason, neural net researchers have developed neural net accounts of sym
bolic operations (e.g., Pollack, 1990; Smolcnsky, 1990). Interestingly, these 
approaches have not caught on widely, either \\,jth ps:'chologists or with 
knowledge engineers. for psychologists, neural net accounts of symbolic 
processes have little psychologic,11 plausibility; for knowledge engineers, they 
are difficult and inefficient to iml'lcl11cnL As a result, both groups continue 
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to typically use classic approaches when symbolic operations must be imple
mented. 

An alternative account of symbolic operations has arisen in grounded 
theories of cognition (e.g., Barsalou, 1999, 2003a, 2005a). Not only does this 
account have psychological and neural plausibility, it suggests a new approach 
to image analysis. Essentially, this approach develops symbols whose content 
is extracted from images. As a result, symbols can be bound to regions of 
images, thereby establishing type-token mappings. Inferences drawn from 
category knowledge also take the form of images, such that they can be 
mapped back into perception. Analysis of an individual in an image pro
ceeds by processing its perceived regions and assessing whrther perceptua!!y 
grounded properties and relations can be predicated of them. Symbol com
bination involves the manipulation and integration of image components 
to construct structured images that, in effect, implement complex symbolic 
propositions. Abstract concepts result from situated introspection, namely, 
the process of perceiving internal men tal and bodily slates in the context of 
external situations and developing image-based representations of them for 
later use in reasoning. 

The remaining sections present this framework in greater detail. The next 
section illustrates how symbolic operations could arise from simulation. The 
following section presents current empirical evidence for this account. The 
final section addresses the role of language in symbolic operations. 

GROUNDING COGNITION IN THE BRAIN'S MODAL SYSTEMS 

Standard architectures assume that amodal symbols are transduced from 
experience to represent knowledge. Figure 1.1 illustrates this gener;]1 ap
proJch. On experiencing a member of a category (e.g., dogs), modal states 
arise in the visual system, auditory system, motor system, somatosensory 
system, and so on (i.e., the solid arrows in Figure LIa). These states rep
resent sensory-motor information about the perceived category member, 
with some (but not all) of this information producing conscious experience. 
Although modal states are shown only for sensory-motor systems, we assume 
that modal states also arise in motivational systems, affective systems, and 
cogniti\c systems. The perception of these internal s),stems will be referred 
to as introspection from here forward. Once modal states arise in all relevant 
modal systems for a category, amodal symbols that stand for conceptual con
tent in thes~ states are then transduced elsewhere in the brain to represent 
knowledge a'bout the category (e.g., legs, wil, barks. pat. sol! in Panel 13 for 
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Figure 1.l The transduction ofamodal symbols from modal states in standard cognitive 
architectures (Panel A). Use of transduced symbols to represent the meaning of a word 
(Panel B). See the text for further description. 

the experience of a dog). Although words often stand for transduced amodal 
symbols (e.g., leg), most theories assume that sub-linguistic symbols, often 
corresponding closely to words, are actually the symbols transduced (e.g., in 
Figure 1.]). 

Once established in the brall1, amodal symbols later represent knowledge 
about the category across a wide range of cognitive tasks (Figure 1.1, Panel B). 
During language comprehension, hearing the word for a category (e.g., 
"dog") activates amodal symbols transduced from modal states on previous 
occasions. Subsequent cognitive operations on category knowledge, such 
as inference, are assumed to operate on these symbols. Note that none of 
the modal states originally active when amodal symbols were transduced 
(Figure J.l, Panel A) are active during knowledge representation (Figure l.l, 

Panel B). Instead, <lIl1odal symbols are assuIl1ed to be sufficient, with modal 
states being irrelevant. 

The architecture in Figure l.l underlies d wide variety of standard 
:lpproachcs to representing knowledge, such as feature lists, semantic 
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networks, and frames. This architecture also underlies those neural net archi
tectures where the hidden layers that represent knowledge are related arbitrar
ily to perceptual input layers. The architecture in Figure l.l docs not underlie 
neural nets in which input units play roles in knowledge representation. 

The Capture and Simulation of Modal States in Embodied Architectures 

A very different approach to representing knowledge has arisen recently in 
theories of grounded cognition. Actually, this approach has deep roots in 
philosophical treatments of knowledge going back over 2000 years (e.g., Epi
curus, 341-27oBCI1987). Modern theories can be viewed as reinventions of 
these older theories in the contexts of psychology, cognitive science, and cog
nitive neuroscience (e.g., Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Prinz, 2002). Interestingly, the 
amodal architectures that currently dominate the field constitute a relatively 
recent and short presence in a historical context where theories grounded in 
the modalities have dominated. 

Figul"'2 1.2 illustrates the grounded approach to representing knowledge. 
On experiencing a member of a category (e.g., dogs), modal states are again 
represented as activations in the visual system, auditory system, motor sys
tem, somatosensory system, and so on (Panel A). As for Figure 1.1, modal 
states are only shown for sensory-motor systems, but this approach assumes 
hat such states are also captured during the introspection of those motiva

tional states, affective states, and cognitive states available to consciousness. 
Local association areas then partially capture these modality-specific states 
(shown in Panel A as asterisks). Higher-order cross-modal associations (also 
sho\l'n as asterisks) then integl'ate conjunctive neurons in lower-order asso
ciation areas to establish a multimodal representation of the experience. 

Once established in the brain, these muhimodal associative structures rep
resent knowledge about the category across a wide range of cognitive tasks 
(Figure 1.2, Panel B). During language comprehension, for example, hearing 
the word for a category (e.g., "dog") activates conjunctive neurons in higher
order cross-model association areas that have previously encoded experiences 
of the respective category. In turn, these conjunctive neurons activate lower
order conjunctive neurons that partially reactivate modal states experienced 
previously for the category. These neural reenactments attempt to simulate 
the modal states likely to occur when actually encountering category mem
bet·s. As the dashed arrows in Panel B illustrate, the modal states are only 
partially re'Tnacted, not fully reenacted. For the remainder of this chapter, 
these reena~ments will be referred to as simli/a/ioIIS, given that they result 
frolll the brain attempting to simulate previous experience. 
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Figure 1.2. Conjunctive units in hierarchically organized association areas capture 
modal states across modalities in grounded theories of kno\vledge (Panel A). Cap
tured IDultimodal states are simulated to represent the meaning of a word (Panel B). 
See the text for further description. 

The capture-and-simulate architecture in Figure 1.2 underlies a wide 

variety of traditional and modern approaches to representing knowledge. 

Whereas some of these approaches focus on mental images, others focus 

on neural reenactments of modal states In the brain, which may often be 

unconscious. All share the common assumption that the representation of 

knowledge is grounded in modal states rather than in amodal symbols trans

duced from them. All share the common assumption that simulations of 

previous experience are central to cognition. 

Additional Assumptions 

Several misunderstandings often arise about the simulation architecture in 

Figure 1.2. First, this architecture is often viewed as an instantiation of classic 

empiricist theories. Second, this architecture is often viewed as a recording 

system incapable of interpretation. Third, this architecture is often \ iewed 

as capturing knowledge only from perception of the external world. Each of 

these misunderstandin~swill be addressed in turn. 
hrst, tbe :lrcbitecture in Figure 1.2 need not be a classic empiricist the

ory. In principle, ~~x~cifi..:: ::.imutations could be geneticall)' determined ruther 
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than being acquired from experience. If particular simulations had evolu

tionary significance, they could be genetically encoded into the brain such 

that they are ready to become active in relevant situations. A more likely 

possibility is that strong genetic constraints determine the feature systems 

and association areas that exist in the brain. Because certain categories of 

objects, events, and introspective states were important over evolution, a 

neural architecture evolved,that is optimally prepared to represent and pro

cess these particular categories (cf. Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). Although 

experience wi th categories is necessary to establish representations of them in 

memory, the feature systems relevant for representing these categories orig

inate genetically, as do the associative systems for integrating them. Indeed, 

nativists have often assumed that images are central to cognition (e.g., Kant, 

178711965; Reid, 178Sh969). There is no a priori reason why a system that uses 

simulation to represent knowledge cannot have strong genetic constraints as 

weil. 

Second, the architecture in Figure 1.2 need not be a recording system. 

Unlike a camera or video recorder, this architecture is not limited to cap

turing holistic bit-mapped records of experience. Instead, the interpretation 

of experience lies at the heart of this account, where interpretation arises 

from the application of symbolic operations (Barsalou, 1999, 2003a, 200sa). 

Because this account is the focus of this chapter, it is not described further. 

As \.vill become clear, this architecture is highly capable of implementing 

interpretation. 

Third, the architecture in Figure 1.2 need not only acquire knowledge from 

perception of the external world. Instead, it can capture extensive amoun ts 

of knowledge from introspection, namely, from the internal perception of 

affect, motivation, proprioception, pain, pleasure, cognitive states, cognitive 

operations, and so on. Because the human brain is capable of perceiving 

internal states (to some extent), it captures these states and simulates them 

on subsequent occasions. just as it captures and simulates the perception 

of external states. As described later, the capture and simulation of internal 

states appears central to the representation of abstract concepts, specifically, 

and to human cognition, more generally. Thus, the architecture in Figure 1.2 

can be applied to the capture and simulation of both external and internal 
states. 

The Status ofEmpirical Evidence for Grounded Knowledge 
Accumulating empirical evidence supports the simulation architecture in 

Figure 1.2. ~any findings indicate that the brain's modal systems for per
ception, action, and introspection are active during the higher cognitive 
activities of memory, knowledge, language. and thought. for reviews of 
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the evidence from cognitive psychology, see Barsalou (2003b, 2008) and 
Barsalou, Simmons, Barbey, and Wilson (2003). For reviews of evidence 

from social psychology, see Barsalou, Niedenthal, Barbey, and Rupport (2003) 
and Niedenthal, Barsalou, Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber, and Ric (2005). For 

reviews of evidence from cognitive neuroscience, see Martin (2001, 2007), 

PulvermUller (1999), and Thompson-Schill (2003). For reviews of develop

mental evidence, see Smith (2005), Smith and Gasser (2005), and Thelen 

(2000). The rapidly accumulating findings across these diverse literatures 

indicate that the higher cognitive processes engage modal systems frequently 

and robustly. 

The Impuriance ofGoing beyond Demonstration t;xperiments 
Problematically, these findings do not indicate what roles the modalities play 

in higher cognition. When these findings were acquired, it was not accepted 

widely that modal systems participated in higher cognition at all. Researchers 

holding this hypothesis therefore attempted to evaluate it primarily llsing 

demonstration experiments. Typically, these researchers did not attempt to 

establish the roles that modal processing played in the experimental phe
<. 

nomena studied. Instead, the primary goal was simply to demonstrate that 

the brain's modal systems become active during cognitive processes. Now 

that the presence of modal processing is becoming well established in higher 

cognitic!ll, however, demonstration experiments are likely to have diminish

ing returns. Instead, it is becoming increasingly important to establish the 

specific roles that modal processing plays. 

One possibility is that the brain's modal systems play relatively peripheral, 

or even epiphenomenal, roles in higher cognition. Although these systems 

become active, other systems that operate on amodal symbols implement 

basic cognitive operations (Figure 1.1). Alternatively, the brain's modal sys

tems may provide the core computationaJ engine in higher cognition (Figure 

1.2). In particular, modal systems may implement fundamental symbolic 

operations, such as binding types to tokens, binding arguments to values, 

drawing inductive inferences from category knowledge, predicating proper

ties and relations of individuals, combining symbols to form complex sym

bolic expressions, and representing abstract concepts that interpret intro

spective states metacognitively. 

An Example 
The following experiment illustrates both the utility and limitations of 
demonstr::ltion experiments. Simmons, Martin, and Barsalou (2005) assessed 
the neural representation of food categories. Participants lay passively in a 
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functional magnetic resonance imaging (f1v1Rl) scanner while briefly viewing 

food pictures and evaluating whether the picture currently present physically 
matched the previous picture. Participants were not asked to categorize the 

foods, to think about how they taste, or to conceptualize them in any man

ner. Nevertheless, the pictures activated brain areas that represent how foods 

taste and how rewarding they are to consume. Although participants did not 

actually taste anything, cat~gory knowledge about foods became active and 

produced activations in the brain's gustatory and reward systems. 

This experiment offers a demonstration that the brain's modal systems 

become active during cognitive processing. vVhen participants looked at 

visual pictures, their gustatory systems became active. even though they were 

not tasting anything. Nevertheless, it is not clear what role these gustatory 

activations play in higher cognition. Are they epiphenomenal? Or are they 

implementing symbolic operations associated with drawing taste and reward 

inferences about the perceived \',isual objects? Although this experiment, and 

many others like it, demonstrate that modal systems become active during 

higher cognition - a possibility that seemed unlikely until recently - this 

experiment does not shed any light on the specific role that these activations 

play. 

Symbolic Operations
 

One possibility is that activations in modal systems underlie symbolic oper


ations. Rather than amodal symbols implementing these operations, simula


tions implement them. The following subsections describe how simulations
 

could, in principle. implement the symbolic operations of predication, con


ceptual combination, and abstract concepts. Later subsections summarize
 

preliminary evidence for these accounts and thei r limitations to date.
 

Representing Concepts and Instances: Simulators and Simulations
 
To implement symbolic operations, it is essential for an intelligent system to
 

have some means of learning and representing concepts. The lack ofconcepts
 

is what preven ts many recording devices, such as cameras and video recorders,
 

from implementing the symbolic operations that would allow them to inter


pret the images they capture. The central irlnOvillion of Perceptual Symbol
 
Systems theory (PSS) is its <lbility to implement concepts and their interpre

tive functions using imJge content as basic building blocks (Barsalou, 1999,
 

2003a, 200S~'
 
According to PSS, concepts develop in the brJin as follows. Much research 

has shown that categories have statistically correlated features (e.g., wlwels, 
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)teeril1g wheel, and engine for cars; McRae, de Sa, & Seidenberg, 1997)· Thus, 

encountering different instances of the same category should activate simi

lar neural patterns in feature systems (d. Farah & McClelland, 1991; Cree 
& McRae, 2003). Furthermore, similar populations of conjunctive neu

rons in the brain's association areas - tuned to these particular conjunc

tions of features - should tend to capture these similar patterns (Damasio, 

1989; Simmons & Barsalou, 2003). Across experiences of a category's ins

tances, this population of conjunctive neurons integrates the modal fea

tures of a category, establishing a distributed multimodal representation of it 

(Figure 1.2). 
PSS refers to these distributed l1lultimodal representations as simulators. 

Conceptually, a simulator functions as a type and is roughly equivalent to 

a concept in standard theories. Specifically, a simulator integrates the muJ

timodal content of a category across instances and provides the ability to 

interpret later individuals as tokens of the type. Consider the simulator for 

the category of cars. Across learning, visual information about how cars look 

becomes integrated in the simulator along with auditory information about 

how they sound, somatosensory information about how they feel, motor 

programs for interacting with them, emotional responses to experiencing 

them, and so on. The result is a distributed system throughout the brain's 

feature and association areas that accumulates modal representations of the 

category. 
In principle, an indefinitely large number of simulators can develop in 

memory for all forms of knowledge, including objects, properties, settings, 

events, actions, introspections, and so forth. Specifically, a simulator develops 

for an)' component of experience that attention selects repeatedly. \Vhen 

attention focuses repeatedly on a type of object in experience, such as cars, 
a simulator develops for it. Analogously, if attention focuses on a type of 

action (dril'illgl or on a type of introspection (fear), simulators develop to 

represent it as well. Such flexibility is consistent with Schyns, Goldstone, and 

Thibaut's (1998) proposal that the cognitive system acquires new properties as 

they become relevant for categorization. Beca use selective attention is flexible 

and open-ended, a simulator develops for any component of experience tha t 

attention selects repeatedly. 
Once a simulator becomes established for a category, it reenacts small 

SllhsdS of its content as specific si/'lIIlICltions. All the content in a simulator 

never becomes active at once. Instead, only a small subset becumes active 
to represent the category on a particular occasion (ef. Barsalou, 1987, 1989, 

199j, 2oo3b). For example, the car simulator might simulate a sedan on one 
LlCCClsion bUl simulate a sports Ull' or oCf-road vehicle on others. Because all 
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the experienced content for cars resides implicitly in the car simulator, many 

different subsets can be reenacted as simulations. 
The presence of simulators in the brain makes the implementation of 

symbolic operations possible. Indeed, symbolic operations follow naturally 
from the presence of simulators. Because simulators are roughly equivalent 

to concepts, the symbolic functions made possible by concepts are also made 

possible by simulators. The ,next three subsections illustrate how simulators 

enable three classic symbolic functions: predication, conceptual combina

tion, and the representation of abstract concepts. For further details, see 

Barsal011 (1999, 2003a, 2005a). 

Implementing the Symbolic Function ofPredication in PSS 
To implement predication, an intelligent system must first distinguish types 

from tokens. In PSS, simulators implement types because they aggregate l11ul

timodal information across category members (e.g., cars). Conversely, sim

ulations implement tokens because they represent category members (e.g., 

individual cars). Thus, the simulator-simulation distinction in PSS naturally 

implements the type-token distinction essential for predication. 

This distinction further allows PSS to explain a wide variety of phenom

ena related to predication, including type-token predication, true versus 

false propositions, and interpretive spin. Type-token predication results from 

binding simulators to simulations (or perceptions). For example, binding the 

car simulator to a simulated (or perceived) car produces the predication that 

the individual is an instance of the car category. These type-token bindings 

essentially implement propositions, where binding the simulator to the indi

vidual represents a claim about the individual, namely, that the individual is 

a car. Notably, such propositions can be t~llse, as when the car simulator is 

applied mistakenly to a small truck. Furthermore. the potential predications 

of an individual are infinite, thereby producing interpretative spin. Because 

indefinitely many simulators (and combinations of simulators) can be used 

to interpret an individual, indefinitely many true and false interpretations are 

possible. For example an individual car could be interpreted as a car, vehicle, 
artifact, sedan, junked sedan, truck (false), and so on. Thus, the simulator

simulation distinction allows PSS to implement classic symbolic functions 
related to predication. 

Implementing Conceptual Combination in PSS 
To see how P~S impleme~ts conceptual combinarion, first consider a sim
ulator for the spatial relatJOn, above. An (IUOVI' simlilator could result from 
having pairs ofobiects poi nted out in percept ion where the focal obJect always 
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has a higher vertical position than the other object (e.g., a helicopter above 
a hospital). As each above relation is pointed out, selective attention focuses 

on the spatial regions containing the two objects, filters out the objects, and 

captures modal information about the shapes and sizes of the regions, the 

vertical distance between them, their horizontal offset, and so on (the parietal 

lobe and parahippocampal place areas are plausible regions where the above 
simulator might be represented in the brain). Over time, the above simu

lator captures many such pairs of regions and the spatial relations between 

them. On later occasions, this simulator can produce a wide variety of above 
simulations, each containing a pair of spatial regions not containing objects. 

An above simulation could represenltwo round regions of equal size, nearly 

touching vertically, with no horizontal offset; it could represent two rectan

gular regions ofdifferent size, distant vertically, with a large horizontal offset; 

and so on. 

The above simulator lends itself to producing conceptual combinations. 

Imagine that this simulator produces one particular above simulation. Next, 

imagine that the helicopter simulator runs a simulation in the upper region 

of this above simulation, and that the hospital simulator runs a simulation 

in the lower region. The resulting simulation represents a helicopter above 

a hospital, thereby implementing a conceptual combination that expresses 

the proposition ABOVE (helicopter, hospital). The individual simulators for 

abuve, hellcopter, and hospital remain bound to their respective regions of 

the complex simulation, thereby continuing to interpret them symbolically 

in embedded type-token propositions. 

Infinitely many other conceptual combinations can be implemented by 

simulating different types of objects or events in the regions of the above sim

ulation, thereby expressing related propositions, such as ABOVE (jet, cloud), 
ABOVE (lamp, table), and so on. In general, this is how PSS implements con

ceptual combination. Because simulators represent components ofsituations 

and relations between components, their simulations can be combined into 

complex, multicomponent simulations. Much like an object-oriented draw

ing program, PSS extracts components of situations so that it can later com

bine them to represent either previously experienced situations or novel ones. 

Representing Abstract Concepts in PSS 
Relati\"c1r lillie is known about abstract concepts (e.g., trllth, thought), given 

that most research has addressed concrete concepts (e.g., car, bird). Abstract 
concepts how('ver, are likely to provide deep insights into the nature ofhuman 
cognition, and to help prnJuce incrcasi ngly soph isticated forms of intelligent 
computation, gi\'cn the metacognitive capabilities that they enable. 
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Recent theory suggests that one central function of abstract concepts is to 
represent introspective states (e.g., Barsalou, 1999). In an exploratory study, 

more content about introspective states was observed in abstract concepts 

than in concrete concepts (Barsalou & Wiemer-Hastings, 2(05). In another 
exploratory study, the abstractness of a concept increased with the amount of 

introspective content that it contained (Wiemer-Hastings, Krug, & Xu, 2001). 

These studies further found,that abstract concepts typically relate introspec

tive states to situations and 'events. For example, intend relates introspective 

states about goals to events in the world that follow from these states causally 

(intending to seek information, which then leads to asking someone a que~
lion and receiving an answer). 

Because abstract concepts focus on introspective states to a large extent, 

they provide a window on metacognition. Similar to how people perceive the 

external world through vision and audition, people perceive their internal 

worlds through introspection. During introspection, people perceive moti

vations, affective states, cognitive states, and cognitive operations. Clearly, 

onlya small subset ofbrain activity is perceived introspectively, but this subset 

supports impressive understanding and control of internal mechanisms. 

According to PSS, simulators develop to represent the internal world, just 

as tl1ey develop to represent the external world. As people perceive the inter

nal world, they focus attention on salient regions of it repeatedly, such that 

simulators develop for these regions. Thus, simulators develop for cognitive 

states, such as image and belief, cognitive operations such as retrieve and com
pare, affective states such as happiness and fear, and motivational states such 

as hunger and ambition. Once these simulators exist, they support symbolic 

operations in the introspective domain, thereby establishing metacognition. 

lype-token propositions result when simulators for introspective content 

become bound to regions of introspective activity. These categorizations 

"- then license associated inferences and support symbolic analyses of intro

spective activity. Predications result from mapping relevant simulators into 

regions of introspective activity. Novel conceptualizations of how to orga

nize introspective processing to achieve goals result from combining relevant 
simulators. 

ElvIPIRICAl. EVIDENCE FOR THE PSS ACCOUNT 

OF SYM BOLIC OPERATIONS 

The next three subsections describe preliminary evidence for the PSS 
accoun ts of predication, conceptual combination, and abstract concepts, res
pectively. The final subsection discusses limitations of the current evidence. 
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Predication 

The Property Verification Task 
One way to study predication is with the property verification task. In one 
version of this task, the word for a concept appears (e.g., "pony"), followed 

by the word for a property (e.g., "mane"), and the participant indicates as 

q uickJy as possible whether the property is true or false of the concept (e.g., 

"pony-mane" versus "pony-horns"). This task assesses predication because 

participants are asked whether a property predication is true ofa concept (i.e., 

can the property mane be predicated of the concept pony?). By manipulating 

and measuring variables potentially related to simulation, this task can be 

used to assess whether sim ulation underlies predication. 

The experiments to be reviewed next assess three specific predictions about 

predication that follow from the PSS account. First, if simulations represent 

the properties predicated ofobjects during property verification, then differ

ent types of properties should activate different modal systems in the brain. 

For example, verifying visual properties should activate visual areas, whereas 

verifying auditory properties should activate auditory areas. Second, when 

the modality of the property being verified changes, verification should take 

longer than when the modality remains the same. Third, perceptual aspects 

of the properties being verified, such as their size and shape, should affect 

the time to verify them. 

Evidence from Brain Activation 
Earlier we saw that viewing pictures of food activated the brain's gustatory 

system. Because gustatory processing was not relevant for the task that par

ticipants had to perform (one-back perceptual matching), it is not clear what 

role the gustatory activations werc playing, although a plausible interpret<l

tion is that they were representing taste inferences. 

Similar activations for properties were observed in the next two stud

ies described. In these studies howevcr, participants were asked to predicate 

properties as the modality of the properties varied. If modal activations rep

resent the properties being predicated in these experiments, then as different 

types of properties are predicated (e.g., visual versus auditory), different cor

responding brain areas should become active (e.g., visual versus auditory). 

If the brain represents thts.: properties with simulations, activations across 
modal systems would be expected to vary in this manner. 

In a positron emission tomogr::tphy (PET) experiment by Kellenbach, 
Brett, and Patterson (2001), participants received the names of animate and 
inanimate objects in blocks of 24 name.'; each. At the st<lri of each block, 
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participants received a property and had to decide whether it could be pred

icated of each object in the block or not (e,g., was each object in the block 

colorful). Across blocks, three different properties were tested. One prop

erty was whether the object is colorful (e.g., banana), not monochrome (e.g., 

skunk). The second property was whether the object is loud (e.g., drill), not 
silent (e.g., pillow). The third property was whether the object is small (e.g., 

coin), not lmge (e.g., bus). I~ a control condition, participants determined 

whether a letter string had an "X" in it or not. In half the trials, the object 

possessed the property; in the other half, it did not. The objects assessed for 
each property were controlled carefully. 

interest was how brain activations across the block for a particular 

property (e.g., colorful) differed from activations for blocks in the control 

condition. Kellenbach et al. found that relevant modal activations became 

active for each property relative to the control. Color judgments activated 

color processing areas in the fusiform gyrus. Sound judgments activated 

auditory processing areas in the superior temporal gyrus. Size judgments 
activated parietal areas associated with processing space. Other brain areas 

were also active in each property condition, but the areas just mentioned 
were most relevant to the simulation hypothesis. 

These findings suggest that participants simulated the property being 
assessed on each block (e.g., loud). As each name of an object in the sub

sequent block was read (e.g., "drill"), participants simuLtted the object and 

assessed whether it contained the simulated property (e.g., is a drill loud). 

If the property simulation matched a modal region of the simulated object, 
participants responded "true;" if not, they responded "false." 

If this account is correct, then it follows that the symbolic operation of 

predication is grounded in simulation. To assess whether a propert)' can be 

predicated of an object. participants simulate the property and then assess 

\.	 whether it can be found in a simulation of the object. Kellenbach et al.'s 

results do not show definitively that this account is correct but their results 

are highly consistent with it. As the property being predicated changes, so do 
the modal areas active for it. 

Goldberg, Perfetti, and Schneider (2006) found similar results in an fMRI 

experiment. As in Kellenbach et al. , participants received a property name 

prior to a block of object names and had to assess whether the property 
could be predicated of each object. Goldberg et al. assessed four properties: 
green (color), loud (sound), 50ft (touch), and sweet (taste). Analogous to 
Kellenbach et al.'s results, Goldberg et al. observed relevant modal activation 
for each property. Predicating the color property acti\'<lted object processing 
regions in the temporal lobe. Predicating the !'ound property activated the 
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superior temporal sulcus near auditory processing areas. Predicating the 

touch property activated post-central gyrus areas for processing somatosen
sory information. Predicating the taste property activated orbitofrontal areas 

associated with gustatory processing. As the predication changed, so did the 
relevant modal activation, again suggesting that the properties being predi

cated were grounded in simulation. 
In another fMRI experiment, Kan, Barsalou, Solomon, Minor, and 

Thompson-Schill (2003) found that participants recruited simulation to rep

resent the visual properties of objects during property verification. Specifi

cally, they found that the fusiform gyrus became active when participants ver

ified visual properties of objects. Interestingly, this activation only occurred 

when task conditions required deep conceptual representation of the proper

ties. When task conditions allowed the use of a superficial word-association 

strategy, participants did not use simulation (i.e., the fusiform area was not 

active). This pattern suggests that predication can be performed using dif

ferent strategies, and that predication only relies on simulation when deep 

processing of properties is required (also see Solomon & Barsalou, 2004)· 

For reviews of possible strategies available during conceptual processing, see 

Glaser (199 2 ) and Barsalou, Santos, Simmon, and Wilson (in press). 
Because the previous studies all used blocked designs, the brain activations 

measured for a block were aggregates across many trials and events within 

trials. Although neural activations for the properties being verified were of 

primary interest, these activations were combined with activations for the 

objects. Furthermore, activations across many trials were combined. 
In an fivlRi experiment that used an event-related design, Simmons, Ram

jay, Beauchamp, McRae, Martin, and Barsalou (2007) isolated the activations 

associated with individual properties on particular trials. On each trial, par

licipanLS received an object name followed by a color property or a motor 

property (e.g., banana-yellow, frisbee-thrown). Unlike the previous exper

iments, the property changed from trial to trial together with the object, 

rather than a single property being presented before a block of objects. Fur

thermore, the design of the experiment made it possible to deconvolve the 

activation for the concept on each trial from the activation for the property. 

As a result, it was possible to isolate brain areas associated with processing 

the properties, with activations for the objects excluded. 
Similar to the previous studies, Simmons et a1. found that color and 

motor properties activated relevant modal areas. Color properties activated 

a fusiform area that is often active during the perception of actual color. 
Motor properties activated a medial temporal area associated with viewing 
the motions of objects. Because this study isolated activations for predicates, 
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it offers even stronger evidence that participants represented predicates with 
modal activations. 

Evidence from Property Switching 
We just saw evidence from multiple experiments that changing the modality 

of a predication changes the brain areas that become active. This next set 

of studies explores a behavioral implication of these findings: If predicating 

properties in different mo'dalities activates different modal systems, then 

switching between two modal systems to verify two consecutive properties 

should take longer than staying within the same modal system. 

Imagine first verifying television-noisy and then verifying microwave-
beeping. Because noisy and beeping are both auditory properties, attention 

can stay within the auditory modality to simulate beeping after previously 

simulating noisy. Now imagine first verifying eggplant-purple and then veri

fying microwave-beeping. Because purple is a visual property, attention must 

switch from the visual system to subsequently simulate beeping in the audi

tory system. As a result, there should be a switching cost associated with 

changing modalities, and verifying the second property should take longer. 

Pecher, Zeelenberg, and Barsalou (2003,2004) assessed this hypothesis. In 

their studies, verification trials sampled properties from four to six modal

ities: vision, audition, action, touch, taste, and smell. Across experiments, 

properties were presented in either Dutch or English. As jusl described, the 

key manipulation across studies was whether the modalities of two conseCll

tive properties - a context property followed by a target property - were the 

same or different. In one experiment, the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) 

Crom the concept to the property was manipulated betwet:n participants (0 

illS versus 260 ms). At both SOAs, participants were slower to verify proper

ties when they had to switch modalities across consecutive triab than when 

" they did not. When the SOA was 0 ms, the switching cost was 29 ms; when 
the SOA was 260 ms, the switching cost was 20 ms. The lack of an effect for 

SOA is consistent with previous findings showing that modal effects occur 

across SOAs that range from 0 ms to 1600 ms (Solomon, 1997; Solomon & 
Barsalou, 2001, 2004). 

Marques (2006) replicated the presence of switching costs in Portuguese. 
observing a similar switching effect of 36 ms. f'vlarques further showed that 

this switching effect occurred for both natural kind categories (41 ms) and for 
artifact categories (,I ms). Mor'c importantly, he showed that the .'>\";'itching 
effect is not the result of shifting from one concqotllal domain to another. 
Unlike the Pecher et al. studics, Ma r'ques held the \'onceprual dOl11~lin comlan t 
between two target ui;:l<;. \'VhCI1C\,'! a tdrgcl pr-oPCI"t)· belollged to a ndtllral 
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kind (e.g .• dog-bark). the same and different context properties also belonged 

to natural kinds (e.g .. I>ce-buzz versus lobster-rough). Conceptual domains 

were similarly held constant for artifacts (for the target property telephone
ring, the same versus different context properties were clock-tick tack versus 

mirror-reflect). Under these conditions. Marques still observed a switching 

effect. indicating that uncontrolled shifts in conceptual domains are not 

responsible. 

Another experiment in Marques (2006) offers further support. This exper

iment manipulated the conceptual domain across two consecutive trials while 

holding the modality of the property constant. For example, participants 

verified the auditory property. dog-bark, either after verifying an audilory 

property for another natural type (lion-roar) or after verifying an auditory 

property for an artifact (clock-tick tack). This manipulation had no effect on 

the time to verify target properties. Participants were equally fast regardless 

of whether the conceptual domain changed or remained constant. Solomon 

and Barsalou (2001) similarly found that concept similarity had little impact 

on property '·crification. Thus, the basic switching effect is not the result 

of changing the conceptual domain but instead appears to be the result of 

changing the property modality. 
Vermeulen. Niedenthal, and Luminet (in press) offer further evidence 

for switching costs, showing that they occur between affective and sensory 

domains, not just between sensory domains. Specifically, participants ver

ified affective properties (e.g., triumph-exhilarating) faster when preceded 

by another affective property (e.g., couple-happy) than by a sensory prop

erty (e.g., victory-sungl. Thus, switching costs not only implicate simulations 

of properties on sensory modalities, but they also implicate simulations on 

introspective modalities, which is consistent with the proposal that simula

tors develop for components of both external and internal experience. 

Finally, Pecher et al. 's (2003) Experiment 2 ruled out the alternative expla

nation that associative strength is responsible for switching costs, namely, 

that switching costs occur because properties within a modality are more 

highly related than properties bet,veen modalities. Pecher et al. presented 

participants with pairs of trials that contained either two highly associ

ated properties, such spotless and clean (e.g., sheet-spotless, air-clean), or 

two unassociated properties, such as polyester and clean (e.g., shirt-polyester, 
nir-clea n). If associative strength was responsible for the switching effects in 

earlier experiments. then verif)'ing clean should be faster after verifying spot
1c5S than after verifying polyester. However, assoclated pairs of properties were 
verified 1 IDS slower than 1I1lJssociated pairs. [f associative strength had been 
ITSpollslhle fOI' the previous results, this strOllg mJllipulation of a,soci,llivc 
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strength should have produced a large effect. Thus, the most likely account 

of the effects observed in previous experiments is that shifting modalities 
slowed the time to simulate properties. 

In summary, switching costs provide further evidence that predication 
is grounded in simulation. Indeed, switching costs offer stronger evidence 

than the neural evidence cited in the previous section, which is largely 

correlational. Although neu,ral activations in modal systems are consistent 

with properties being simulated, these activations could simply accompany 

amodal symbols that lie at the heart of symbolic processing (i.e., these acti

vations are epiphenomenal). Although this is not a parsimonious account, it 
is nevertheless possible. 

Switching costs suggest that these modal activations are not merelyepiphe

nomenal but underlie the symbolic process of predication itself. Because 

switching modalities induces a cost in predication, it appears that modal 

processing plays a causal role in predication. If modal processing were epiphe

nomenal, the amodal symbolic operations central to precLcation should b 

unaffected by a change in modality. These amodal operations should only 

be affected when variables central to representing and processing amodal 

s)'mbols are manipulated. Because many known factors believed to affect 

amodal symbol processing have been controlled in the switching costs lit

erature, it is unlikely that these factors could have produced the switching 

costs observed. Instead, the most obvious and natural explanation is that the 

core processes underlying predication are grounded in modal simulation. 

For further discussion of the switching cost literature, see Barsalou, Pecher, 
Zeelenberg, Simmons, and Hamann (:'.005). 

Evidence from Matching Property Simulations to Ob;eet Regions 

Two furlher lines of research show that perceptual variables affect predica

'-- tion. Similar to the switching cost experiments, these experiments show that 

the ease of predication is affected by the ease of modal processing, again 
implicating simulation as a core symbolic mechanism. 

Across several experiments, Solomon and Barsalou (2001) showed that 

the detailed shape of a property affected property verification. Because the 

subtle shape properties that affected verification are difficult to verbalize, 
the results suggest that simulation contributed to the predication process 
directly. not epiphenomenall)r. Specifically. veri~ring a property on an earlier 
trial facilitated veri~ring the same property later if the detailed shape was 

similar. Thus. verifying mane for pony was facilitated by previously \'erifving 
mane for horse (same derailed shape) hut not by verifying 1I1i1/1t' for lion 
different detailed shape). 
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This effect did not result from greater overall similarity between horse and 
pony than between horse and lion. When the property was highly similar for 
all three concepts, facilitation occurred from both the high and low similar
ity concepts. For example, verifying belly for pony was facilitated as much by 
verifying belly for lion as by verifying belly for horse (where belly is equally 
similar for all three concepts, as indicated by independent scaling). Thus, the 
detailed perceptual similarity of the properties across trials was the critical 
factor, not the similarity between concepts. When the detailed shape of the 
critical property matched across two trials, facilitation occurred. \tv'hen the 
detailed shapes differed, it did not. This pattern supports the conclusion that 
parLicipants simulated properties when predicating them of concepts, and 
that the shapes affected the predication process rather than being epiphe
nomenal. 

If participants match simulated properties to simulated objects during 
property predication, the size of a property might similarly affect process
ing. As a property simulation becomes larger, more work must be per
formed to simulate it and to match it against increasingly large regions of 
object simulations. For example, verifying a large property of dog (e.g., back) 
should take longer than verifying a small property (e.g., nose), all other fac
tors being equal. Research on verifying properties during the perception of 
actual objects shows that verification can become more difficult as properties 
become larger (Morrison & Tversky, 1997). If verifying properties concep
tually depends on similar mechanisms as verifying properties perceptually, 
then verifying large properties should be more difficult than verifying small 
properties both conceptually and perceptually. 

To assess this hypothesis, Solomon arld Barsalou (2004) had participants 
perform 200 property verification trials, half true and half false. Of primary 
interest was explaining the variance in reaction times (RT) and error rates 
across the 100 true trials. Why were some concept-property pairs verified 
faster and more accurately than others? To assess this issue, the true concept
property pairs were scaled for perceptual, linguistic, and expectancy variables 
that might explain this variance. The linguistic variables included the asso
ciative strength between the concept and property words in both directions, 
the word frequency of the properties, their length, and so on. The percep
tual variables included the size and position of the properties, whether they 
were occluded, whether they would be handled during situated action, and 
so on. The cxpectancy variables assessed the polysemy of the property wmds 
(i.e., some propert y\\'o rds hJve many differen t senses across objects; consid er 
the \'ariJbility in leg,; across !wlllon, dog, CIlterpillar, and table). 
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The RTs and error rates for the 100 true trials were regressed onto the three 
groups of variables in hierarchical regression. Most notably, the perceptual 
variables explained significant amounts of unique variance after variance 
attributable to the linguistic and expectancy variables was removed. Within 
the perceptual variables, the variable of sii,e explained the most unique vari
ance. As properties became larger, they took longer to verify. This finding 
suggests that people predic~te properties by binding simulations of them to 
regions of object simulations. As the regions that must be processed become 
larger, more time is required to process them. Kan et al. (2003) provided an 
fMRI replication of this experiment. 

Summary 

\IVe began with neural evidence showing that relevant modal brain acti
vations occur as people predicate properties from different modalities. As 
people predicate taste, visual, auditory, si7.e, and motor properties, areas in 
the brain that process gustatory, visual, auditory, location, and motor infor
mation become active, respectively. Thus, particular types of properties are 
com:lated with brain activations in the respective modal systems. Although 
these activations could be epiphenomenal - simply accompanying opera
tions on amodal symbols that actually perform predication - behavioral 
experiments suggest that these activations affect the process of predication. 
When a predicated property shifts to a new modality, relative to staying on 
the same modality, a switching cost ensues. The shape and size of predi
cated properties similarly affect the time to verify properties (and also the 
accuracy). Because perceptual variables affect predication performance, this 
suggests that modal activations are not cpiphenomenal but play central roles 
in implementing predication. 

"-- Conceptual Combination 

As we just saw, many experiments address the role of simulation in predi
cation. Because these experiments generally implicate simulation in predi
cation, this implication can be held with some confidence, although much 
further work remains to be done. In contrast, only one line of research has 
adJI'cssed predication in the svmbolic operation of conceptual combination. 
Th us, conclusions about the importance of simulation in conceptual combi
rlation IllUSt remairl much more tentative until further research is performed. 

\\'u and Barsalou (suhmitted) tested the following lwpothcsis: If peo
ple combine simulations to combine concepts, then perceptual variables 
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such as occlusion should affect the combination process. Wu and Barsalou 
manipulated occlusion by asking half the participants to generate proper

ties for isolated noun concepts (e.g., lawn) and by asking the other half to 

generate properties for the same concepts preceded by revealing modifiers 

(e.g., rolled-up lawn). Wu and Barsalou predicted that if people simulate lawn 
to generate its properties, they should rarely produce its occluded properties, 

such as dirt and roots. As in actual perception, occluded properties should not 

receive much attention because they are hidden behind an object's surface. 

Conversely, Wu and Barsalou predicted that when people combine rolled-up 
and lawn, previously occluded properties would become salient in simula

tions and be produced more often. 
Amodal theories of conceptual combination do not readily make this 

prediction, given that they do not anticipate effects of perceptual variables 

like occlusion. To the con trary, these theories typically assume that concep

tual represen tations abstract over perceptual variation associated with occlu

sion, size, shape, and orientation. Furthermore, amodal theories are relatively 

compositional in nature (e.g., Smith, Osherson, Rips, & Keane, 1988 ). When 
people combine rolled-up with lal\'n, for example, the meaning of the concep

tual combination should be roughly the union of the individual meanings. 

Unless additional post hoc assumptions are added that produce interactions 

between nouns and modifiers, the properties for lawn are not obviously 

cha.nged by rolled-up (e.g., the accessibility of dirt and roots does not vary). 

As Wu and Barsalou predicted, internal properties were produced relatively 

infrequently for isolated nouns. Conversely, internal properties increased 

significantly \-\'hen revealing modifiers \\'ere present during conceptual com

bination.Internal properties were also produced earlier in the protocols and 

in larger cluslers. 
In a second experiment, Wu and Barsalou showed that occlusion affected 

conceptual combination in both familiar and novel noun phr<1ses. One 

possibility is that people store amodal descriptions of familiar conceptual 

combinations based on past experience with their referents. When peo

ple encounter instances of half watermelon and see the properties of red 
and seeds, amodal symbols for red and seeds are activated and stored with 

half watermelon. On later occasions, red and seeds become active when half 
watermelon is processed. In contrast, red and seeds become active much 
less often when half and watermelon are processed in isolation, given that 

red and seed.' are less relevant for the Iwl! and watermeloll when processed 

individually. 
I[this aC((lU ilt is correct, then occl lIsion effects should be less likely to occu r 

for novel nounlJhrases, given that lJeolJ\c have not seen their instances and $0 
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would not have had the opportunity to store properties associated with them. 

Instead, people would have to rely on their existing amodal representations of 
hal! and waterl11e1on to represent the combination. Occlusion effects should 

not occur, given that the rate of producing internal properties of a noun 

should be the same for the noun in isolation as when combined with a novel 

modifier. For example, the rate of producing engine should be approximately 

equal when producing properties for car and for the novel combination, 

glass car. 
Wu and Barsalou however, observed occlusion effects for novel combi

nations, suggesting that participa.n ts simulated their referents to perform 

conceptual combination. Because occluded properties (e.g., engine) were 

produced more often for novel combinations (e.g., glass car) than for iso

lated noun concepts (e.g., car), participants appeared to be simulating the 

novel combinations, such that in ternal properties of the head nouns became 

unoccluded. 

In a third experiment, \lVu and Barsalou assessed another amodal account 

ofthe occlusion effect. Perhaps rules stored ....lith the modifiers are responsible 

for the increase in occluded properties. Whenever participants encounter a 

revealing modifier, a rule becomes active that increases the weight of the 

amodal symbols that represent internal propertjes of the following head 

noun. For example, when rolled-up is combined with lawn, the rule associated 

with rolled-up increases the activation of internal features of lawn, such as 

dirt and roots. As a result, these properties are produced at higher rates than 

when properties are produced for the head noun in isolation. 

If such rules are responsihle for occlusion effects, a given modifier should 

generally increase the salience of occluded properties, regardless of the head 

noun. vVu and Barsalou showed however, lhat for many noun phrases, the 

presence of a revealing modifier did not increase the salience of internal 

"-- properties. When rolled-up was combined with snake to create rolled-up snake, 
internal properties were not generated more often than for snake in isolation. 

Thus, a rule associated with rolled-up does not increase the salience of the 

internal properties for whatever head noun is modified. Instead, internal 

properties only become more salient when a revealing modifier becomes 

combined with only those entities whose internal parts become unoccluded 
when the modifier is combined with them. 

This finding further implicates simulation in conceptual combination. 
Because internal properties do not become unoccluded in a simulatIOn of 
a rolled-up snake, participants do not produce them more often during 
property ?,eneration. Because internal pl'opcrties do become unoccluded in 
a simulation of a rolled·up lawn, lJarticilJants IJI'oduce them more oftell. 
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Across Wu and Barsalou's experiments, the resul ts support the conclusion 

that people manipulate simulations to represent conceptual combinations. 

vV'hen a simuJ ation reveals occluded properties, they are produced more often 
than when they remain occluded. Occlusion affects conceptual combination 

even for novel combinations, suggesting that simulations are being con

structed online to represent them. Occlusion effects do not occur when com

bining a revealing modifier with a head noun does not refer to something 

whose internal properties become unoccluded. Clearly, much more evidence 

is required to establish that simulation plays a central role in conceptual 

combination. Nevertheless, the initial evidence suggests that this possibility 

has some Iikelihood of being correct. 

Abstract Concepts 

Similar to conceptual combination, very little research has addressed the role 

of simulation in abstract concepts. Again, the initial evidence suggests that 

simulation may be important. 

The proposal that simulation repnGsents abstract concepts runs counter to 

most current views, which have their roots in Paivio's (1971,1986) Dual Code 

Theory. Based on the ,findiT1g that memory tends to be better for concrete 

concepts than for abstract concepts, Paivio proposed that only the language 

system represents abstract concepts. Because both the language and simula

tion systems represent concrete concepts (two systems), memory for concrete 

concepts is good. Because only the language system represents abstract con

cepts (one system), memory for abstract concepts is inferior. Based on a wide 

variety of related findings, many researchers have since echoed this view. In 

particular, nearly all neuroimaging researchers who have assessed the neural 

bases of concrete and abstract concepts have concurred with Dual Code The

ory (for a review, see Sabsevitz, Medler. Seidenberg, & Binder, 2005). Because 

these studies have generally found left-hemisphere language areas to be more 

active for abstract than for concrete concepts (especially Broca's area), they 

have concluded that language represents abstract concepts. 

A logical problem with this account is that language per se cannot rep

resent a concept. If people use an unfamiliar foreign language to describe 
the meaning of an abstract concept, they do not understand the concept 

(cf. Searle, 1980). They only understand the concept once they can ground 
the language in experience (also see Schwanenf1ugel, 1991). This suggests 
that simulations of situations should be central to the representations of 
abstract concepts. Thus, Rarsalou (1999) proposed that abstract concepts 
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refer to distributed focal content within a background situation, where the 

focal content often includes introspective states, events, and the relations 

between them. Furthermore, when people are asked to represent an abstract 

concept when a physical situation is not mentioned explicitly, they simulate 
a relevant situation and focus on regions of the simulation relevant to the 
concept. 

Consider how an every~ay sense of truth might be represented from this 
perspective. Imagine that a speaker makes a claim about a situation, such as, 

"It is snowing outside." Further imagine that a listener represents the claim 

(perhaps as a simulation), compares it to perception of the actual situation, 

and decides if the claim interprets the situation accurately. If the simulated 

claim represents the perceived situation accurately, the claim is interpreted as 

true. Thus, this sense of truth is grounded in a complex multimodal situation 
extended over time. 

According to the PSS account, people simulate complex situations like 
these to represent abstract concepts in the absence of actual situations and 

focus attention on relevant content within these simulations. For this sense 

of truth, people focus on the speaker's claim, the listener's representation 

of its meaning, the listener's perception of the corresponding situation, the 

listener's comparison of the represented claim to the perceived situation, and 

the listener's conclusion about whether the two match. Although the rest Gf 
the situation is backgrounded, it frames the focal content. 

Besides offering this simulation-based account of truth, Barsalou (1999) 

also offered similar accounts of negation and disjunction, and suggested simi

lar approaches for implementing mathematical and logical reasoning. In gen

eral, many abstract concepts, such as freedom and invention, can be viewed as 

being grounded in complex simulations of multimodal situations, with sim

ulated content about events, introspective states, and the relations between 

\.. them being foregrounded against backgrounded situational content. 

Evidence from Property Generation 

I3arsalou and Wiemer-Hastings (2005) offered preliminary support for this 

aCCOunt. When participants generated properties of concrete and abstract 
concepts, they generated distributions of properties that contained more 

similarities than differences. For each type of concept, participants tended 
to describe the situCitions in which a concept occurred, including relevant 
information about ,1gents, objects, settings, events, and mental states. Par
ticipants produced all these different typcs of propenies {or both Concrete 
and abstract concepts, and produced them in comparable distributions. This 
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finding strongly suggests that participants represented both concrete and 

abstract concepts in situations. 
Although strong similarities existed between these distributions for con

crete and abstract concepts, differences existed in content and complexity as 
well. Regarding content, concrete concepts focused more on objects and set

tings than did abstract concepts, whereas abstract concepts focused more on 

mental states and events. Regarding complexity, abstract concepts included 

more information, deeper hierarchical structures, and more contingency 

relations than did concrete concepts. 
Overall, these findings are consistent with the view that people situate 

concepts when they represent them, regardless of whether they are concrete 
or abstract. Although people focus on different content within situations, 

situations remain present as background. Importantly, these results do not 

indicate whether people simulate these situations or represent them using 
amodal symbols. However, much indirect evidence is consistent with the view 

that people use simulation to represent background situations (for revie\\'s, 

see Barsalou, 2003b , 2005b; Barsalou, Niedenthal, Barbey, & Ruppert, 2003; 
Yeh & I:larsalou, 2006). The next experimen t offers direct evidence tha t people 

use simulation to represent the situations that underlie abstract concepts. 

Evidence from Brain Activation 
As mentioned eark,', neuroimaging research on abstract concepts has largely 

adopted Paivio's (1971, 1986) view that abstract concepts rely on the brain's 

language system, not on the simulation system. Wilson, Simmons, Martin, 

and Barsalou (in preparation) argue however, that previous neuroimaging 

experiments have primarily observed activations in language areas because 

they used tasks that encourage superficial linguistic processing (e.g., lexi

cal decision, synonym judgment). Because information from the language 

system was sufficient for performing the tasks in these experiments, the si m

ulation system was not engaged (Barsalou, Santos, Simmons, & Wilson, in 

press; Glaser, 1992 ; Solomon & Barsalou, 2004; Kan et aI., 2003)· 
To engage the simulation system, Wilson et al. presented the name of an 

abstract concept to participants in an fMRI scanner for 5 sec, and then had 
them verify whether the concept applied to a subsequent picture. For exam pie, 

participants received the word "convince" for 5 sec and assessed whether the 
concept convinc,· applied to a subsequent picture of a politician speaking to 
a crowd (or did not apply to a picture of ~l park). \Vilson et al. argued that 
participants had to activate a deep conceptual represcntation of the abstract 
cOllcept during the 5- sec priming period to determine whether the concept 
applied to the subsequcnt picture. if so, tllt'l! arc,,'; in\'ol';ed in simulation 
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should become active as participants prime conceptual representations of 

the abstract concept. 

Wilson et al. confirmed this prediction. Vlhen participants received the 

abstract concept convince and prepared to assess whether it applied to a 

subsequent picture, they activated brain areas involved in representing men

tal states and social interaction. Similarly, when people prepared to assess 

whether the abstract concept arithmetic applied to a subsequent picture, they 

activated brain areas involved in performing arithmetic operations. For both 

concepts, participants simulated rcle\'ant situations to represent the respec

tive concept during the priming period prior to receiving a picture. Notably, 

the language system was not more active for abstract concepts than for con

crete concepts under these task conditions, suggesting that the priming task 

activated deep conceptual representations for the abstract concepts. 

These findings suggest that people use simulation to represent abstract 

concepts. When given the word for an abstract concept, people simulate 

the situations in which the concept occurs. Clearly, much further evidence 

is required to confirm this finding. Combined with previous evidence that 

people usc simulations to represent situations, however, it is reasonable to 

assume that future evidence will show that people represent abstract concepts 

with simulated situations as well. 

Limitations of the Current Evidence 

The findings that support the PSS accounts of symbolic operations are clearly 

limited. At this point in time, very little research has addressed these accounts. 

Although the greatest amount of research performed so far has addressed 

predication, Illuch further work is clearly required to conclude decisively 

that simulation implements this symbolic operation. Given that even less 

research has addressed conceptual combination and abstract concepts, even "
greater caution is necessary in drawing conclusions about how these sym

bolic operations arise. Nevertheless, the initial evidence suggests that the PSS 

accounts of these operations are plausible. 

Beside the lack of evidence, a lack of process models and formal mod

els also currently characterizes research on these issues_ Clearly, models 

must be developed that describe in detail how simulation mechanisms 
implement symbolic operations. The descriptive accounts offered so far in 
Barsalou (1999, 2003a, 2005a) outline architectures and mechanisms that 
could certainly structure these 1l10dek Nevertheless, such architectures and 
mechanisms must be specified in detail illld implemented computationally 
to ensure that they produce symbolic operations. 
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Once such models have been speci fied, they are likely to generate increas

ingly sophisticated empirical research that goes beyond demonstration exper

iments. Rather than simply demonstrating the presence of modal activity, 

later generations of experiments should attempt to isolate specific mech

anisms in these models and the coordination between them (cf. Barsalou, 

Breazeal, & Smith, 2007). 

SYMBOLIC OPERATIONS ARISE FROM INTERACTIONS 

BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND SIMULATION 

In addressing the nature of symbolic operations, the focus has been on sim

ulation. It is highly likely however, that symbolic operations in humans do 

not result from simulation alone but instead reflect interactions between 

language and simulation. 

To see this point, first consider the possible presence of simulation mech

anisms in Ilonhumans who lack linguistic systems. Following evolutionary 

theorists, the basic architecture of the human conceptual system may have 

existed in previous species (e.g., Donald, 1993). From this perspective, the 

simulation system existed long before humans, so that multimodal expe

rience could be captured to inform situated action (e.g., Barsalou, 200sb). 

Much like humans, nonhumans have attentional systems that could allow 

them to isolate regions of experience and store categorical knowledge about 

these regions in simulators. By establishing simulators in this manner and 

organizing them situationally, nonhumans could simulate anticipatory infer

ences that support feeding. reproduction, and so on. 

If nonhumans have simulators that correspond to regions of experience, 

then nonh lllllans have simple symbolic abilities. Nonhumans can bind tokens 

to types (i.e.. categorize entities and events in perception). Nonhumans can 

combine concepts to recognize novel combinations offamiliar concepts (e.g., 

a familiar food appearing in a familiar location where the food has not been 

perceived previously). On hearing a communicative call, nonhumans simu

late an associated referent (e.g., Gil-da-Costa, Braun, Lopes, Hauser, Carson, 

Herscovitch, & Martin, 2004). Clearly, these symbolic capabilities are sim

pler than those of humans, yet they are symbolic abilities that link conceptual 

knowledge (simuI3tors) with experience. 

Consistenl with evolutionary theorists (e.g., Donald, 1993), symbolic capa
bilities could have increased dramatically once language evolved to control 

the simulation system in humans. Adding language incr·eased the abilityofthe 
simulation system to represent non-present situations (past, future, coun
lcrfactual). Adding language increased the ability to reference introspective 
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states, thereby increasing the ability to represent abstract concepts and per

form metacognition. Adding language increased the ability to coordinate 

simulations between agents, yielding more powerful forms of social organi
zation. 

The la nguage system appears to play cen tral roles in prod ucing the compo

sitional structure of simulations (Barsalou, 1999, 2003a, 200sa). For example, 

the syntactic structure of sentences could control the retrieval, assembly, and 

transformation of the componential simulations that are combined to repre

sent sentences and texts. Similarly, interactions between language and simu

lation could produce the complex compositional structures that underlie the 

nceptual combinations, productively produced phrases, and recursively 
embedded structures that characterize human cognition. 

A variety ofother complex symbolic interactions mayalso arise from inter

actions between the language and simulation systems. When a speaker has 

something to say, a simulation represents it initially (e.g., a speaker simulat

ing an anticipated hike around a lake at sunset). Putting the simulation into 

words requires control of attention across the simulation. vVhen attention 

focuses on a region, a simulator categorizes it. Linguistic forms associated 

with the simulator, such as words and syntactic structures, become active, 

which are then integrated into the evolving motor program for all utterance 

(e.g., the speaker stating, "['m looking forward to hiking around the lake at 

sunset"). In turn, when a listener comprehends the utterance, its words and 

syntactic structures function as instructions to assemble a simulation com

positionally that should - ideally - correspond to the speaker's simulation 

(e.g., simulating the speaker's anticipated hike around the lake). 

Complex symbolic interactions also occur extensively during reasoning. 

As people try to figure things out during decision making, planning, and 

problem solving, they simulate the relevant situation and verbalize about it 

~ simultaneously (e.g., deciding whdher it would be better to work at home or 

a t the office later in the afternoon). vVhereas simulations represent the content 

of thought, words manipulate and modify these simulations, as possibilities 
are evaluated and decisions made. 

In general, language provides a powerful system for indexing regions of 

simulations (via simulators) and for manipulating simulations in language 

and thought. As the two systems interact, one may dominate momentar

ily, followed by the other, perhaps cycling many times, with both systems 

active simultaneously at many points. "'[ost importantly, both systems may 
be essential for achieving the powerful wmbolic abilities <'fthe human cogn i

tive system (BarsaloLl, Santos, Simmons, & Wilson, in pressl. Neither system 
alone is likely to be sufficient. Inslead, the two syslems work logether to 
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produce human symbolic capabilities. Much remains to be learned about 

interactions between the language and simulation systems and the impres

sive capabilities that these interactions achieve. 
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